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The Torque Testing Bench Technology
LDP series, 100-15,000 N·m

LDP series

Large 19“ TFT 
� at screen Measurement block made of solid 

high-performance  aluminium 
to hold up to two measurement 
shafts up to 15,000 N·m (static and 
dynamic)

Stable workbench for 
holding the measure-
ment block and 
accessories 

PC for 
measurement

Central power sup-
ply with RCD and 
emergency stop 
button

Modularly constructed 
torque sensor software

If one looks at the in� uencing factors that arise 
during the production of a correct bolted connection, 
it is clear that the greatest in� uence is due to the bolt 
itself: Type and condition of the thread, quality class, di-
ameter, length, bolting in speed, the list could be conti-
nued almost endlessly.

For this reason, there are still no recommended 
measurement regulations from any of the o�  cial 

bodies for the traceable determination of dynamic 
torques.

Torque measurements where the resistance of the 
bolted connection is simulated via mechanical 
braking systems or similar systems ignore signi� cant 
in� uencing factors.

Measure dynamic torques, but how?
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Torque measurement with system

The LÖSOMAT torque testing bench system takes the 
actual aspects of your bolting applications in practice 
into account as much as is feasible. 
Original bolts with all the in� uencing factors that act 
on them are measured to determine the dynamic 
torques.

Correction factors are not necessary

The value determined during measurement is actually 
equivalent to the dynamic torque applied to the bolted 
connection. 
Subsequent addition of correction factors for hard or 
soft bolting operations, etc. is not necessary.
This allows you to implement rational and error-free 
measurement in all application cases.

The interface between bolt and test bench is the so 
called bolt adapter. 
Attachment of the bolt to the bolt adapter is simple and 
means that the bolted connection can be changed at 
any time, even during measurements.
Special adaptations are just as easy with the LÖSOMAT 
system as the direct use of standard female hexagon 
inserts for static torque measurement of hydraulic 
wrenches, torque multipliers and torque wrenches.

Module for graphical evaluation

The mean values of all measurement series are 
recorded graphically and shown on the factory 
calibration certi� cate. The torque curve is recorded up 
to the maximum value for hydraulic torque wrenches 
and manual torque multipliers.

Module for di� erent languages

Certi� cates in various languages are increasingly 
required due to the international use of bolting 
systems. This is no longer a problem with the language 
module. The languages of all previously created facto-
ry calibration certi� cates can be changed both during 

measurement and afterwards. Over 15 European and 
Asiatic languages are currently available.

Module for measurement unit selection

Torque data is frequently given with the imperial units 
system. 
This software module allows you to switch the units in all 
previously created certi� cates before or after measure-
ment between the metric and imperial units systems.

Database module

You can administrate all your torque wrenches as 
well as static and dynamic bolting systems with this 
module. Over 500 test specimens can be recorded for 20 
years with the basic module alone.
Identi� cation is implemented with a bar code scanner.

More modules on request.

Static and dynamic torque measurements up to 15,000 N·m

The modular kit
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The in� uencing factors of a bolt

In� uencing factors of the bolt connection

The aim of every bolt tightening operation is to 
achieve the required clamp force that is generated 
between two components being connected. The clamp 
force is in� uenced by numerous factors in the torque 
process.

This means that the expected clamp force may not be 
reached in the end because other in� uencing factors 
have reduced the force. In� uencing factors can be the 
condition of the thread, lubrication, etc.

It is therefore very important to know the bolted 
connection and relevant in� uencing factors before any 
bolt tightening using torque.

But how can the required clamp force be achieved with 
reproducible accuracy? The answer is: System setting 
using original bolts.

Teach-in with original bolts

LÖSOMAT knows the in� uencing factors for bolt 
connections and takes them into consideration during 
the test procedure. 

The LÖSOMAT philosophy is very close to practice. The 
bolt adapters in the torque testing benches are realised 
1:1 with the real application case. All in� uencing factors 
are taken into account with this process. 

Even exotic bolting operations can be individually 
simulated with the LÖSOMAT torque testing benches.
The entire system reacts � exibly to hard and soft, static 
and dynamic bolting operations. 

At the end of measurement, each device receives the in-
dividual factory calibration certi� cate.

Head shape of the bolt

Condition of the 
thread

Lubrication

Connecting surface

Material of 
female thread

Shape and material of 
washer

Clamping length

Diameter
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In-house calibration laboratory

The LÖSOMAT factory test certi� cate is classi� ed in the 
„in-house calibration laboratory“ category.

PTB
National 
Standard

accredited calibration 
laboratory 

reference standards

in-house calibration laboratory
Work standards or factory standards

company test equipment

product

LÖSOMAT factory calibration certi� cate classi� cation
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The Torque Testing Bench Technology
LTC series, 100-5,000 N·m

LTC series

Rugged surface 
treatment Bolt adapter

Stable measurement block made 
of high-performance aluminium

Basic software included for 
static and dynamic torque 
measurement

Optional horizontal or vertical 
operation of measurement shaft

Reaction module for accommo-
dating the reaction forces

Compatible with all static and 
dynamic torque wrenches
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The LÖSOMAT Torque Check is available for the fol-
lowing measuring ranges:

 » LTC-10 100 – 1.000 N·m
 » LTC-30 300 – 3.000 N·m
 » LTC-50 500 – 5.000 N·m

Static and dynamic bolting systems must be regularly 
checked for their torque accuracy.

The LÖSOMAT Torque Check (LTC) system was 
developed for simple, mobile and professional 
dynamic torque measurement.

The weekly check of all torque tools used on a 
construction site is explicitly speci� ed in the new steel 
construction standard (EN1090, Eurocode 3) which has 
recently replaced DIN 18800.

Torque measurement with the LÖSOMAT 
system

You do not need to omit proven, close to practice 
measurement of your bolting operation with this 
model. 
As in the larger LDP series LÖSOMAT torque testing 
bench systems, the dynamic torque is determined using 
an original bolt. The supplied bolt adapter can be ex-
changed and replaced.

Basic software with comprehensive utility

The basic software included with the system has 
comprehensive utilities for rapid static and dynamic tor-
que measurement in metric and imperial units. 
Both German and English are available as the operating 
languages.

At the end of each measurement, the system 
signals the operator immediately as to whether the 
determined value lies within the speci� ed tolerances or 
not. 

The operator is constantly informed visually and 
numerically about the torque progress. This is 
particularly helpful when testing torque wrenches.

The basic software can be upgraded modularly to 
a complete test bench environment.  So that the 
test bench grows from the entry model to a fully 
professional system together with your requirements.

Static and dynamic torque measurements up to 5,000 N·m




